
XVI. R. Gluckstern (Yale University) 

Linac focusing, based on work done at LRL, Berkeley~~o 

For a linac with particle energies in the Bev region, it might be useful 

instead of calculating the upper limit of the transverse phase space area 

at the output in the usual fashion, to extrapolate the experimental results 

obtained with the Brookhaven National Laboratory 50 Hev linac using the relation: 

x G = x p (x Q ) x r 

where (x 0) indicates the phase space area experimentally obtained at 50 Mev. x r 

(x 0) N TI.lO-3 cm rad. 
x r 

This results in the following values for higher linac output energies. 

50 Mev xQ ~ TI.IO-3 em rad~ x 

630 Mev xl;) N (TI/4).10-3 em rad. x 

3 Bev xQ ~ CTI/12).10-3 em rad. x 

10 Bev xQ 
x 

N (TI /35) .10-3 em rad. 

A linear accelerator, with final particle energy in the Bev region, would 

necessarily consist of several sections. It is therefore possible, instead of 

designing an accelerating structure on the basis of constant electric field 

amplitude and a phase velocity which increases continuously with distance (such·. 

that the concept of synchronous phase applies), to consider tne use of a uniform 

phase velocity, whereby then from section to section the phase velocity chaness 

in discrete steps. In each section the particles will suffer a phase slip with 

consequent variation of the momentum spread. In order to maintain beam quality 

an upper limit has to be assigned to this. To get an impression of magnitude 

of the phase slip in each section the following analysis serves: 

The axial motion of the particles is determined by (with the usual notation) 

~~ Internal Reports Lawrence Radiation Laborato lSI and IB3. 
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These equations describe the relationship between energy and phase deviations 

from synchronism. This behavior is sho1t<m belo:\!' in a (y - y s) versus -+,diagram 

for constant phase velocity. 

------ ~/ 

---

,-Stability Limit 
// 

S;ynchronous particle 
leaves section 

Synchronous particle 

enters section 
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In each of the sections with um.form phase velocity, the behavior can 

be expressed by saying that the synchronous particle moves around on one of 

the curves within the stability limit. The extent of the phase slip in a 

particular section is indicated in the diagram. This can be split in half 

by allowing t,he particle to enter behind phase by 1/2 (~ f> with respect to 

the phase for the section under considerationc The c::msec:uent increace in 

energy for this section is (see also diagram) 2 
/1y m c • 

o 
d 7l'd Th8 !j Z equation 

can be integrated to obtain the numerical value for the mrodmum phase slip: 

where 6y is given by y == Ys + ~Y 
L 

and L is the section len§'th 

Taking L == 3m.; A = o. 3m.; eE 0 :J: 10 Mev 1m results in (nL~YJ ~ 1. 

Therefore 16 .~) I~ 1/4 
1 

Substituting values, one finds: 

at 400 Mev yB == 1 t 1( == ISo 

931 Hev y~ =j3- 6 1f= 3
0 

3 Bev y~ ~ h /1~~ 0,.20 

10 Bev y8 ~ 11 61V~ 0.010 

z 

The magnitude of the phase slip is important mainly in that it gives rise 

to a transit time factor, lowering the rate of energy gain$ In addition, higher 

order effects can lead to distortion of the phase oscillations and resulting 

deterioratio~ of longitudinal beam quality. The Berkeley work suggests that 

these effects are unir.1portant above 400 Mev. 
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As a next step, one might consider omission of transverse focussing 

elements(Quadrupoles)in each particular section but placing these between 

sections. This ~Thole proeedure would not work at the low energy end because 

of the magnitude of the transverse excursion. Consider in this connection the 

diagram below • 

.. --- -- -------..-----
--~ 

where D.. = Const. sin -yJ 
~ 

. .. . ~-----. 

- ". 

\ - - - ------ ------

- ----- !::. 

2 I I / 
and g = Const. ~3 where ~ is the quadrupole field o 

gradient. The solid lines indicate the stability limits~ A particular ion 

with its values of ~ and '1~ can be represented in this diagram by a point which 
/ 

oscillates horizontally as shown. For low ~ values the B values have to be 

high accordingly to remain within the stability limits. At higher ~ values 
I 

the ::3 values can be lower and it would be possible to use quadrupole lenses 

only between the linac sectionso 

The linear accelerator consists nmv of a series of rf cavity structures 

in which phase restoring forces act)with drift spaces in between in which there 

are no phase forces. The effect is to change the phase oscillation wavelength 
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A'lt' into a new Havelength -'\.l~ 

or .,..I\:--.-W c 1 + ,/'. 

~r\ J 

A maximum value for the drift spaJ~~is set by the desire to keep ~small. 
By using the criterium["S 0.1 it is possible to find an upper limit fori} liB 

follows: 

The phase motion as expressed by ¥ and ~~in the center of one section 

can be related to that in the center of the preceding section by M :: Nrf Md }~rf 

( 

ITL .\). ITL ~ 
cos r-~; 2ri s~n X,) 

M = 2rr. rrL ITL f and Md = 
rf \- )::;1/~n All cos ~ ,. 

Taking the product r1 and assuming ./;L « 1 one finds: 
J\.. -I~'I . 1 L 

"It ~1+-(-) 
.~ '~ 2 L 

Therefore with ) ~ 0.1, the resulting maximum drift space length iS~ S 60 

where 

Such a value of 1 also leads to a 10%~ j.ncrease in radial. runplitude -for fixed 

angular aivergence. 

A criterion for stable transverse motion can be found by using the equation 

of motion for the transverse dimension r in the rf section: 

. '~'\ 2 (-rreE sin '0/ s J 
w~th..i :.. :: 

rna B Ay 3 

d dr /'''\ 2 
dt (y dt) :d. \. yr 

The matri~ expression for the chanGe in rand r for one section is then: 

cosh Q .! sinh G) 
_:"L cosh Q / 

wi th Q = Jl. -.1: Bc 
sinh Q 

The motion in the drift space, neglecting the drift space length and 

taking the quadrupole as a thin lens, can now be given by: 

'\ = ( ~ : ) .mere Jq is the change in transverse velocity per unit 

q 
displacement. 

cmo 
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Multiplying now _ Mq 1/2 Mrr\ 1/2 one finds the matrix 11 for one rf section plus 

one drift space section 

M= 

This 

For a 

cosh Q - f q sinh 0 
2 J\.. 

~ 2 
cosh Q +- fCl .-... -

-~.,:\.. . 

can be l~itten as 

1 S~&l ~ 

fL 
cosh Q -

( 

coslJ. 0<.. Si~ 
M = I with coslJ. = cosh Q - f sin Q ; 

2.IL - ~ sinj..L cos 

system with weak focussing IJ. and o "Jill be small. 
2 02 G (JQL ) This gives I - ~ = I + T - 2 

f q <= 

. .1'\. ( j..L2 + Q2 ) and using Q = ..I'lL 
-g- ~c 

Bc 

or 

one finds -r- ). For ..1\ ... L < BI-lc one can write 

The optimum quadrupole strength will be found for minimum amplitude of 

oscillation, or considering the matrix M, for coslJ. = O. 

i q (optimum) = 2.it cOBh 
Jl.L 

pc- ~ 
28c 
L 

With this an estimate for the quadrupole field grad:ients can be obtained. As 

will be seen however this leads to high fields and so IJ. will be taken as a 

design parameter. 

Using a doublet with element length f I and magnetic field gradient B I 

one finds 

Using f = q 

eB I 

2 
m c 

o 
2 

BclJ. 
L 

- / 

= 
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results in 
1/2 

= 

J 
Using a constant value for fl. J B I is found to be proportional to ~y, 

increasing with proton energy. For fl. a! 
11 

2, corresponding to minimum phase 

oscillation amplitude) one finds for 

~y = 0.63 (200 Mev) 

and for ~y = 1 (400 Mev) 

I 
B ~ 2000 gauss/em 

B /~ 3000 gauss/em. 

This is a fairly high field for quadrupoles and will have to be higher 

for higher ~y values Q 

Since the quantity 
2 

~y x 
...c is an adiabatic invariant, one finds 

that the amplitude of transverse oscillation is given approximately by ;_._ .. _-_ ... 
const V ~y ~ 

J~2fl.Y 
const 

( 

It is clear that any tapering of fl. to allow decrease of ~- with Y makes 

A worse. However as in the electron accelerator, an unstable transverse 

"oscillation" does not lead to large displacements. Perhaps a suitable compromise 

)
-1 I would be to make fl. vary as (8y ,keeping B constant and letting A approach 

a constant value. 

A crude' estimate of the effect of a magnet misalignment has been made 

leading to an rms amplitude increase of 

L 
.£ 

Where~ is the length of a single magnet in the quadrupole pair, N is the 

number of magnets and ~6X;> is the rms error in transverse alignmGnt a This 

expression is independent of machine parameters, in the approximation ..fLL <~fl.c. 

In a multiple section linear accelerator the effects of errors in indivi-

dual sections will have an influence on the longitudinal phase motion of the 

particles and consequently on energy spread, whi ch should be kept within 
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acceptable limits for injection into the synchrotron. The influence of 

a) phase error ! 'yJ frOlll one section to the next one 

b) field gradient error hE from one section to the next one and 

c) phase velocity error in a section tiS in a section 
p 

can be r~;.(v")rcssecJ. , taldng the numerical values from lR.L internal report 

183 for a 2 Bev linac, by 

W 
..... 

1/2 2 /~2 )2 J t\ It) ~ 3(J tt' + 3 (liE/E) + 1000 (6B p 

Fron'. this, in order to keep the phase spread to the half width of the 

final bunch, it is required that (liE/E) ~ 10/0 , rms Cfw) ~ 1
0 

and , rms 

It would seem not unreasonable to assume that some ar the effects men-

tioned are coupled to another. 

For example, changes due to temperature variations could affect the 

linac sections in such a way that cross terms would have to cunsidered in 

the derivation of the above e~~ression. This might make the errors either 

larger or smaller than with the neglect of these terms. 
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